CFOs and CIOs:
How do you know when to
reach for the clouds?

“I would like to have a way to
allow many different users to
have access to data and to have
better analytic capabilities…
should we just move data
analysis to the cloud, or should
we move all operational
information to the cloud?”
CFO — Mobile Payments Company
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Abstract

Technology decision makers, notably CFOs and CIOs,
are facing the reality that their organisation’s computing
technology and data will likely be “in the cloud.” Several
studies make compelling cases for the benefits of cloud
computing, including potential lower computing costs
and increased agility. With the cloud market expected to
grow from $40.7B in 2011 to $241B in 20201, businesses
will likely grapple with the decision of what to move to
cloud, when to move it, and how to transition from an
on-premises computing technology environment to a cloud
computing technology environment.
The decision on cloud computing is broader than the
information technology department, and requires a
productive working relationship between the CIO and
the CFO. With the CFO driving decisions through the
lens of the Four Faces2 — strategist, catalyst, steward,
and operator — the CFO can embrace cloud to catalyze
behaviors across the organisation and to execute strategic
and financial objectives, while diligently creating a
risk intelligent culture. Furthermore, the CIO and the
technology department, which reports directly to the CFO
in 42% of organisations surveyed3, can increase its visibility
as a valued service provider to the broader organisation.

1
Forrester Research, April 2011, “Sizing the Cloud” by Stefan Ried, PhD,
Holger Kisker, PhD
2
Deloitte CFO Center – Four Faces of the CFO
3
CFO Magazine, December 2011, “CFOs and CIOs: Can We Talk?” by
David Rosenbaum

Fundamentally, the question of “when” to move to
cloud computing is addressed in this piece, focusing on
the form of cloud computing known as “Software as a
Service” (SaaS). The objective is to help CFOs, CIOs, and
other decision makers answer the question of when cloud
computing may be appropriate for their organisations and
how to reach the cloud(s) strategically, operationally, and
as a catalyst for their organisations.
There is a clear difference among interviewees4:
Companies, such as some technology firms, favor cloud
computing to the extent that they nearly require a
business case to not use cloud computing resources…
while other firms continue to struggle with what cloud
is and how it can help their organisations.

4

4
Interviews conducted as part of Deloitte’s CFO Program Fellows &
Scholars initiative which connects Deloitte practitioners (“Fellows”)
and professors from universities (“Scholars”) to develop CFO relevant
insights and research.
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Primer: What is cloud
computing?
Cloud concept
The concept behind cloud computing has existed for a
long time. The basic idea is that the business outsources
the day-to-day management of a resource and only buys
what it needs, the quantity it needs, and when it needs
that resource, similar to buying some utilities, such as
power and water. Also, and in contrast to on-premises
technology, the cloud computing resource is delivered over
the Internet. There are various types of cloud computing
resources, such as software applications, platforms for
developing applications, and infrastructure.
Cloud computing types
Cloud resources generally fall into one of four categories:
public clouds, private clouds, community clouds, and
hybrid clouds.

How are clouds used?
There are three basic uses (or delivery models) of cloud
computing: SaaS, Platform as a Service (PaaS), and
Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS). Most individuals think
of SaaS when they talk about cloud computing. SaaS is
the provisioning of software applications on demand. The
most common services are email, file storage and backup,
and business applications, such as customer relationship
management and financial applications. SaaS is the more
commonly used version of cloud computing for consumers.
PaaS is often used by organisations for the development of
new software applications without the need to acquire and
install the hardware and operating system. IaaS is an
option used by organisations to obtain hardware resources
that are needed without the need to actually purchase
those resources, and with the benefit of cancelling the use
of those resources when they are no longer needed.

Cloud computing type

Characteristics

Public clouds

• Multitenancy: Individual users share resources with other users, where the data and
security of each user is protected by the vendor
• Scalability: Allows a user to quickly add or remove resources, for example to
accommodate uneven demand for Web storefronts at peak selling times
• Agility: The ability to quickly provision different services
• Device Independent: As long as you have a web interface, you have access

Private clouds

• Used by a single organisation, typically behind its own firewall
• Ability to provide secure computing resources for units regardless of location
• Limited need for capital investment by dynamically accessing resources over the
Internet

Community clouds

• Public cloud created for a specific community or vertical market
• Created and hosted by a public cloud provider or the community itself

Hybrid clouds
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• Typically seen as a combination of public clouds and private clouds, but can also
include community clouds

Cloud computing and on-premise computing differ along cost structure, benefits, and security risks to organisations.
On-premise computing

Cloud computing

• Data sent encrypted and protected behind
firewall will generally have a high level of
privacy.

• Concern over separability of data and transmission with
multi-tenancy. Encryption is a potential solution but might
not work with particular cloud solutions.

• Generally perceived as more secure than in
cloud computing environment. Can have
virtual private network.

• Concern exists over security of cloud provider’s data
center. Many providers are getting SSAE 16 (SAS 70)-type
assurances.

Legal issues/
Location of data

• organisation can decide where data will reside
and how it will meet laws of that country.

• Potential for legal concerns. Countries have different laws
and it is often unclear where the data is kept.

Exiting contract
with cloud vendor

• Not applicable, as hardware, software and
data is on premises, though data conversion
issues from on-premises technology may exist.

• Unclear whether data format of current cloud provider
would be compatible with a different provider. Need to
review how to export and import data.

Support

• First level support performed internally, and
will be dependent on vendor for major support
issues.

• Vendor provides hardware and software updates.
Updates occur based upon vendor’s decision. Users might
experience minor (major) interface and functionality
changes.

Privacy/security

• Upgrades generally occur with direct internal
involvement.
Control

• Have control over data and software.

• No control over hardware or software. Control over input
and retrieval of data.

Governance

• Traditional IT governance structure applies.

• Need to revise governance structure to accommodate
cloud computing issues (who can contract, exit strategy,
quality and performance, etc.).

Type of expense/
usage monitoring

• “Lumpy” cash outlays for new hardware
upgrades. Capital expense for hardware is
subsequently depreciated. Internally created
software will likely be expensed.

• Operating expense for the services acquired. Generally
very predictable.
• Will want to verify cloud computing usage with billing.
Might need to chargeback to appropriate units.

• Needed only for cost allocation (if used) and
determination of when to enhance current
environment.
Contingency
• System failure
• Vendor acquired
• Vendor ceases

• System failures must be addressed internally or
with the help of the vendor. Some feeling of
control over the process.
• If a software or hardware vendor ceases to
exist or is acquired, will need to migrate to
subsequent software versions or will need to
run software (hardware) in an unsupported
mode.

• System failure must be addressed by cloud computing
vendor. Will need to compare downtime to service
level agreement guarantees and determine penalties as
appropriate.
• If the vendor is acquired there might not be any
significant change (but each case is different; due
diligence is needed).
• If the vendor ceases to exist, concern exists as to whether
the data is accessible. The vendor (and the courts) will
have control over access to the cloud environment.
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Within reach: How do firms
“Try out” cloud computing

As with any initiative with notable uncertainty, most
organisations will pilot the use of cloud computing with
either low-risk projects, or projects where the onpremises computing resources would not normally be
available.
Less formally, organisations often discover that a number
of business units are using unapproved cloud computing
resources; business unit managers and employees
opportunistically identify technology to meet their business
needs and contribute to their ability to complete tasks.
Many organisations do not penalize business units much,
if any, for using unapproved cloud technology. While the
unit did not follow IT governance policy, they were able to
complete the business task. Does the end justify the
means? Organisational decision makers are faced with
several technology governance issues:
• What would happen in your organisation with business
units purchasing their own cloud computing technology
to satisfy business needs?
• Would you allow the creation of an “ends justifies the
means” culture?

“There is a disparity between the
ability for employees to adopt
technology. Because the pace of
change with technology is
occurring so fast, getting employees
to the ability to absorb change is a
challenge.”
CIO — Network Technology Company
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• Have you examined IT governance as it relates to cloud
computing?
• Have you examined the risk exposure related to different
tasks and incorporated this into IT governance?
While these questions give rise to information technology
governance decisions whether around cloud computing
or other technology, the answers to these questions
will be addressed in Part II of this white paper series.
The foundational question of when to move to cloud
computing is addressed in this white paper.

Providing direction: The four
faces of the CFO and looking to
the cloud
CFOs Play Four Critical Roles in Companies.
The Decisions around Moving to Cloud
Provide a Platform to Align with CIOs and to
Influence Technology for its Implications on
the Business.
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Catalyst: Catalyze behaviors across the organisation
to execute strategic and financial objectives while at
the same time creating a risk intelligent culture.
Cloud Implications: Cloud computing may shift
•
behaviors to allow users to choose technology features
that provide most impact to the business.
Strategist: Provide financial leadership in determining
strategic business direction, mergers and acquisitions,
financing, capital market, and long-term strategies vital
to the future performance of the company
Cloud Implications: Cloud computing may shift to
•
increased data analytics and value generation.
Operator: Balance capabilities, talent, costs, and
service levels to fulfill the finance organisation's
core responsibilities efficiently.
Cloud Implications: Cloud computing may help enable
•
the finance organisation's ability to partner with the
business and smoothen technology expenses and cash
flow.
Steward: Protect and preserve the critical assets of the
organisation and accurately report on financial
position and operations to internal and external
stakeholders.
• Cloud Implications: Cloud computing may give rise to
additional data and transmission concerns in order to
protect sensitive information.

“Cloud computing can make
expenses more predictable. With
comparing cloud to on-premises
technology, it is helpful to look at it
from a total cost of ownership
perspective.”
CIO — Technology Company
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Clear the Fog: How do you
know when cloud is right
for you
CIOs and CFOs cite several factors that are of strong
concern to them. As with any business decision
the relative costs, benefits, and risks should be
evaluated.
The benefit cited most often in interviews is the agility
that the cloud provides; businesses are not saddled with
technology infrastructure and businesses can react more
quickly to change technology. Also, cloud computing is an
operating expense; you pay for it as it is consumed. You
do not need significant capital investment in computing
resources in a cloud environment. There is a little concern
for over/under buying, as there is dynamic provisioning of
the computing resource. Companies can quickly respond
to opportunities or competitive threats through the use
of cloud computing. There is also the potential for the
reduction in IT support staff needed as the vendor of the
SaaS cloud computing service maintains the hardware
and software environments, there is no need to “patch”
the software locally when security or other performance
updates are released. However, organisations will likely
find that some type of local help desk support is valuable.
Interviewed CFOs and CIOs raised the following
security concerns as they relate to SaaS:
• How do I know that my data is safe?
• How do I know where my data is stored?
• Is my data backed up? Will my data be able to be
audited?
• What guarantees should the cloud provider provide?
Another concern is related to vendor dependency and
potential “end game” scenarios. For example, what do
we do when and if our organisation needs to move from
one cloud technology provider to a different cloud
technology provider? Other concerns are related to how
cloud computing fit into the entire computing portfolio
for the organisation.
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CFOs and CIOs mentioned that cloud vendors are likely
able to provide better security and guarantee higher
levels of performance. This is the line of business for that
vendor and as such, they hire employees who are experts
in security and in their software. Those employees do
not need to know how to operate multiple systems and
software applications that are typically found in corporate
environments. The vendor also has an economic stake
in providing high-quality, secure, reliable services; if that
cloud service fails, that vendor will quickly lose clients and
revenue.
The basic message for firms is to become comfortable with
cloud computing. Determine what type of applications are
candidates for the cloud and which applications will not
be placed into the cloud until the distant future. Initially,
choose the applications that have low risk associated
with them, or choose applications that have a business
need that cannot be fulfilled using traditional computing
services. One critical aspect is to ensure that you have
protected yourself against various types of misfortunes,
and to have contract service level and security agreements
with the vendor, and a contract for end-game scenarios.
While these contractual agreements will not prevent
problems, you will at least have some type of recourse if
problems do occur.

By assessing on-premises applications along three dimensions, customisation required, process
complexity, and application risk, decision makers can perform a preliminary ordering of which
applications to move to a cloud environment, and when.
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Customisation
required

The extent that software or technology
customisation is required to align with
processes or to satisfy business requirements.

Process
complexity

The degree that Organisational processes
are inter-related with technology amplifies
change management implications to moving
to a different technology platform.

Application risk The consequences of “what could go
wrong” and the sensitivity of the data that
resides in the application. Risk aversion
among decision makers also plays a role with
application risk.

The less prevalent these three dimensions are as they relate to technology applications, the earlier in the
transition sequence a given application is for moving to a cloud environment.
Source: Daniel Root, Deloitte Consulting LLP; Severin Grabski, Associate Professor and Senior Faculty Advisor for Instructional Technology, Michigan
State University
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CIOs and CFOs alignment through the cloud
decision can help them decide where cloud
is appropriate for their organisation.
The approach to determining whether cloud is
appropriate involves assessing technology in the context
of business purpose and risks. The recommendation
we find is to start small and sample with lesser risk
technologies and related influences on the business.
Following the pilot approach and with greater comfort in
the cloud, continue to shift the computing environment
to cloud by using an appropriate assessment-based road
map. For many organisations, technology does not keep
up with the rate of change in business, which often
times results in an “ends justifies the means” culture.
Rather, with CFOs and CIOs evaluation of governance
and how the availability of cloud technology can impact
their organisation, they can help their organisations drive
with the fog lights on.
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